Coffee and Pi (Daydream of a Mathematician)

I guess  but I don’t know  and this is helpful at parties  and so on

A lot of things are beautiful  especially when you’re very very very close
A lot of things are beautiful  especially when you’re backin’ way up

A coffee-drinkin machine (they call me)  I am a fiend for that bean!
A coffee-drinkin’ machine

I see circles
With my circles

It’s funny that the pi never stops (why doesn’t)
Funny like the shape of a blur
It’s funny that the pi never stops (why doesn’t)

Pi stop  pi stop?  Pi stop  pi stop?

I guess  but I don’t know  and this is helpful at parties  and so on

A lot of things are circular  especially when you’re vey very very close
A lot of things are circular  especially when you’re backin’ way up

A coffee-drinkin’ machine (they call me)  hey what’s the shape of that bean?
A coffee-drinkin’ machine

I see cones and rodes
With my cones and rods

It’s funny that the pi never stops (why doesn’t)
Funny like the shape of a blur
It’s funny that the pi never stops (why doesn’t)

Pi stop  pi stop?  Pi stop  pi stop?

If the pi isn’t stoppin’ for us  maybe we should stop for some pie